Discover how Liqui-Box experts in flexible packaging actively contribute to the industry's long-term growth through quality and innovation.
LEADING THE WAY IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS

We established our leadership more than 50 years ago, when we introduced bag-in-box flexible packaging.

Today, we continue to build on our legacy as the preferred supplier of the dairy industry.

liquibox.com/dairy

BAG-IN-BOX TECHNOLOGY

Our dairy-specific, bag-in-box solution consists of a multi-ply bag, constructed with two robust layers of low-density polyethylene that protect against pinhole leaks, abrasion and rough handling.

Available in crates, as well as corrugated containers, this bag-in-box package provides completely sanitary closed-system packaging and dispensing of bulk milk. When compared to typical alternatives, our solution reduces energy consumption, generates less CO₂ emissions and uses less overall material...

all at a lower cost!

DAIRY MARKETS

Our versatile turn-key solutions allow us to serve a broad spectrum of dairy products such as milk, milk shake mix, soft serve ice cream mix, frappe bases, yogurts, coffee creams, liquid eggs or soy milk products.

FILLERS

Our range of fillers includes value-driven systems such as the Orbiter 6000. This versatile, variable-speed, 6-head filler has the capacity to meet the highest demands for packaging products in your most critical environments.
DAIRY BAGS

All our dairy bags meet superior quality standards and are available in sizes ranging from 1 to 6 gallons (3.8 to 23 liters).

PASTEURIZED

Liqui-Box dairy bags are made of FDA-certified resins specially designed for contact with food.

EXTENDED SHELF LIFE (ESL)

Liqui-Box ESL keeps your product in ideal conditions longer by filling inside a sterilized chamber.

Although it is not an aseptic system, ESL dairy bags meet the same Liqui-Box standards with FDA-certified resins and they are produced with the same superior quality. Our ESL bags are sterilized through gamma irradiation at a minimum of 1.5mRad.

ASEPTIC

Our dairy bags are made of FDA-certified resins (polyethylene and Coex films), and are sterilized with the appropriate level of gamma irradiation, depending on product type.

FITMENTS

Assorted fitments are designed and manufactured by Liqui-Box to complement our bags, including flat caps, tube caps, toggle valves and flip caps that fit conventional dairy dispensers.
Liqui-Box innovates to fulfill global liquid packaging needs with reliable and sustainable solutions that protect your liquid assets and propel your performance and productivity.

OUR EXPERTS ARE READY TO TEAM UP WITH YOURS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
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liquibox.com